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POLAR Multicone

MULTICONE: THE DIGITAL YARN LAYERING TECHNOLOGY

The different downstream processes require a wide flexibility in the wound package building, in
order to optimize the specific efficiency.
Packages for dyeing, warping, weft, knitting, double twisting, require a different and flexible
package formation in terms of geometry, edges shape and density.
Savio’s Multicone digital yarn layering technology (drumless) represents the proper solution to
achieve this flexibility, for an easy and fast change in the winding process to prepare all formats.
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POLAR Multicone

MULTICONE: THE DIGITAL YARN LAYERING TECHNOLOGY

Much closer to the package than any other pendulum system

Polar “Multicone” system represents today the proper
solution to achieve this kind of flexibility in the package
formation.
Straight path layering system
The only one that allows a precise and controlled yarn
deposit on the format, being the thread guide movement
much closer to the package than any other “pendulum”
system, keeping also a fixed distance delivery point. This
guarantees a precise control of the thread during the whole
traverse stroke and mainly of the package edges area,
where the yarn dynamics is critical, because of the stroke
inversion effect. Savio’s thread guide system can easily
prevent any possible yarn fall and package bad shape,
which more frequently occur in the “pendulum” system.
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Tension control
The C.A.T. (Computer Aided Tension) and Tensorflex
directly interact with the Multicone digital system in order
to even the winding tension during the whole process, with
any yarn count and material type (including single /double
core, siro spun, etc).
Density
In case of very fine single cotton yarn or finest wool for
dyeing purposes, the machine can be equipped with the
optional C.A.D. (Computer Aided Density).
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POLAR Multicone

THE WINDING MODE AND PACKAGE SHAPES

Step-precision winding
Control of the distance between two consecutive layers,
through the continuous variation of the winding angle
within the different ranges (steps) of package diameters.
This assures a consistent density and avoids any possible
ribboning effect.
A precision winding mode can also be selected. We
recommend using this mode in case of small package
diameter in order to keep the full consistency of the
building.
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Traverse stroke
Infinite variation deposit modes permit the building of the
package with any individual geometrical design (taperedcylindrical-round edges-pineapple). Relatively to the
take-up tube, symmetrical, left/right wise asymmetrical
building.
Package edges
Soft edges values ensured by different stroke length.
Several edges shapes (taper or round) ensured by linear or
curvilinear reduction stroke ratio.
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POLAR Multicone

DYEING - PROCESS BENEFITS

WARPING / WEAVING - PROCESS BENEFITS

Higher efficiency for:

Higher efficiency for:

- 15%-20% higher production due to the capability of
thread guide layering system to reach the required
density at a higher speed, versus the standard drum
winding.
- Easy dyestuff penetration flow, through the whole
package due to the controlled yarn layering to cover all
the perforated tube area.
- Absence of colour shade variation, due to consistent
package density structure, including edges and flanks
area.
- Process time reduction since packages can be
automatically produced with edges and flanks tapered or
rounded shaped.
- Optimization of dye stuff quantity and time process.

- Higher content of yarn within same diameter, versus
standard drum process.
- Reduced breaks rate due to the precise yarn layering in
the package, with absence of ribbon formation and yarn
slipping.
- Taper or round shaped package edges when special
materials and fine yarn counts are processed.

Photo courtesy: Albini Group
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Photo courtesy: Albini Group
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POLAR Multicone

KNITTING - PROCESS BENEFITS

TWISTING - PROCESS BENEFITS

Higher efficiency for:

The Multicone system can also benefit the twisting
process, because of the feeding packages heavier weight,
within same diameter, which are produced with high
density given by the layering at reduced winding angle,
with any type of material and yarn counts.

- Higher content of yarn within same diameter, versus
standard drum process.
- Higher knitting speed because of packages with constant
density.
- Reduced breaks rate in presence of yarns with very low
strength (soft twisted yarns).

Photo courtesy: Ritorcitura F.lli Rossi
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POLAR Multicone

VISUAL INTERFACE TO TAILOR YOUR PACKAGE

Controlling the winding process
The simplified PC interface allows to easily program with
few settings the working parameters and can be easily
selected by any mill operator; this computer flexibility
allows reducing setup times. The thread guide electronic
control allows to set winding angle, traverse stroke,
position on the package tube and the yarn distribution over
the package. All above improves design and formation of
the package, optimizing all the downstream processes,
thus allowing customers to obtain the best results.

On an advanced setting page, the user can interact with a
visual interface on the PC screen for almost drawing the
final package, by setting the stroke mode variations along
the package diameters. The user is able to customize and
tailor the package design, according to his requirements
for the downstream process.
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A few examples of tailored edges shape
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Round
Single-side round
Conical
Pineapple
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POLAR Multicone

TECHNICAL SUMMARY
Automatic independent head winding machine, equipped with individual controlled motors and a flexible operating cycle.
Models: POLAR Multicone - Available on all versions excluded Linen models.
Headstock: right or left with respect to the working front.
Frame: modular frame consisting of 6 or 8 head sections (10 head for Polar M).
Number of heads/machine: from a minimum of 12 to a maximum of 72 in steps of 2.
Materials: natural, synthetic and blended staple yarns.
Count range: from tex 100 to tex 4, from Ne 6 to Ne 147, from Nm 10 to Nm 250.
Bobbin size: tube length from 180 to 350 mm with a bobbin diameter of 32 to 72mm.
Mule Caps: tube length 305 mm, bobbin diameter max 80 mm.
Take-up: crossed packages: 152 mm, taper 0°÷5°57’, maximum diameter 320 mm.
Take-up speed: with stepless setting, depending on winding conditions.
WINDING UNIT
Thread guide system, electronically controlled by stepper motor.
Step Precision anti patterning system built in on the system.
Package taper increase: 0°÷ 5°, mechanical type.
Axial displacement: soft edge control, built in on the system.
Package shape: cylindrical, conical, pine apple; fully programmable package flanks built in on the system.
Electronic clearers: Uster, Loepfe with global and continuous yarn and splice control. Other manufacturers on request.
Splicer: air type.
Water-splicer, Moisture-splicer, Twinsplicer, Heat-Splicer, knotters (optional).
Yarn tensioner: a tension section, controlled by a single drive.
Pre-clearer: variable width.
Tensor
Waxing unit (optional) deflection type.
Wax finished detection probe (optional).
Booster: tension reducer.
Meterage: standard or precision device CAM (optional).
Counterweight: standard pneumatic device or CAD (optional).
MACHINE BODY
Package conveyor belt: towards the headstock, or towards the tail or split for two lots (optional).
Tube unload belt: towards the tail end of the machine, or towards the head of the machine or split for 2 lots (optional).
Lighting along the machine (optional).
Travelling blower/suction unit: programmable control frequency and unloading at machine headstock or centralized (optional).
Dust removal system in the unwinding area consisting of single suction nozzles with a centralized dust collection box in the headstock (optional).
COMPUTER
Centralised electronic adjustments: machine data, processing parameters, air splicer working parameters, yarn tensioner pressure, V.S.S., easy package setup.
Setting, collecting and displaying production data: of winding units, bobbin loading station, doffing trolley, display of the peripheral alarms.
Centralized pneumatic adjustments: package cradle counterweight, splicer air pressure.
PACKAGE UNLOADING SYSTEM
Doffing trolley: automatic package doffing, insertion of the cone on the spindle head, cycle time: 13,5 seconds. High travelling speed.
Double doffing trolley (optional).
Cones feeding: individual cradle on each winding unit.
Centralized cone magazine (optional).
Double centralized magazine (optional).
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POLAR Multicone

SAVIO MACCHINE TESSILI S.P.A.
33170 PORDENONE (Italy)
Via Udine, 105
Tel. +39 0434 3971
Fax +39 0434 397599
E-mail: order@saviospa.it
www.saviospa.com

SAVIO (SHANDONG) TEXTILE
MACHINERY CO., LTD.
No.6 Torch Industry Park,
No. 2166 Chongwen Dadao, High&New Tech
Industry Development Zone, Jining,
Shandong, P.R. China 272000
Tel. +86 0537 2395206/101
Fax +86 0537 2395216
E-mail: info@saviochina.com

SAVIO INDIA LTD.
Nallattipalayam, Tamaraikulam - Post
Pollachi, Coimbatore - 642109
Tamil Nadu, India
Tel. +91 4259 661555
Fax +91 4259 661567
E-mail: mail@savioindia.in

SAVIOTECHNICS S.R.O.
Lhota 261, 549 41 Červený Kostelec
Czech Republic
Tel. +420 499451466
E-mail: info@saviotechnics.com

We reserve the right to modify the characteristics of the machines described herein without prior notice. The data given in this brochure are not intended as a guarantee.
Savio machines are equipped with safety devices in compliance with existing regulations.
SAVIO ADVERTISING DPT. - FOTO: RICCARDO MARIA MORETTI - PN - ED. 11/2015 - EN
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